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New Law Lets NGVs, Other AFVs Match Diesel Trucks’ Cargo Capacity
SACRAMENTO, Sept. 21, 2018 – California Gov. Jerry Brown yesterday signed a bill that allows ultraclean
heavy-duty trucks to exceed California’s weight limits by as much as 2,000 pounds, accommodating the
extra weight of natural gas and other clean truck fuel systems.
AB 2061, authored by Assemblymember Jim Frazier (D-Discovery Bay), allows near-zero-emission or zeroemission vehicles to weigh up to 82,000 pounds. Effective Jan. 1, the law erases an economic advantage for
diesel trucks: to comply with the state’s current weight limits, clean truck operators have had to cut their
carrying capacity, which effectively punishes fleets for emitting fewer pollutants.
“This law makes it easier for fleets to adopt all types of alternative fuel technologies, and it recognizes the
importance of near-zero heavy-duty NGVs to California’s long-term transportation strategy,” said Thomas
Lawson, president of the California Natural Gas Vehicle Coalition. The Coalition sponsored the bill along with
CALSTART and the San Diego County Disposal Association. “Allowing NGVs to carry the same weight of
goods will cut down on NGV truck trips, reducing emissions even further. It also eliminates a disincentive to
switch from diesel to natural gas.”
The legislation mirrors the federal Fixing America’s Surface Transportation (FAST) Act of 2015, which
modified truck size and weight provisions to compensate for the heavier fuel and tank systems of NGVs. The
FAST Act applies only to federal interstate highways; it allows each state to decide whether to increase its
limits.
According to Frazier, increasing these limits will make alternative fuel trucks more competitive with dieseland gasoline-powered trucks.
AB 2061 passed the state Legislature with overwhelming bipartisan support—76-0 in the Assembly and 37-1
in the Senate—and 60 companies and organizations urged Brown to sign it.
About the Coalition
The California Natural Gas Vehicle Coalition is a membership-based advocacy organization working to
advance the adoption of alternative fuel vehicles and technologies in the state, with a focus on heavyduty NGVs and renewable natural gas (RNG). Members include engine manufacturers, utilities, fuel
providers, and fleet operators. The Coalition supports legislative initiatives, provides up-to-date
information on NGV technology and market developments, and works with legislators and regulators to
develop policies that will increase alternative fuel and vehicle use.
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